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1. Executive Summary  129 

The primary objective of this project is to develop a tool that will improve decisions about 130 

appropriate pest management activities over time (eradicate, contain or do nothing) and use 131 

case-studies to determine rules-of-thumb for management in a range of invasion scenarios. 132 

The original tool was implemented as an Excel spreadsheet and takes account of the spread 133 

rate of the invasion, damages caused by the invader and control costs.  134 

A workshop to discuss case studies was held in April 2011 and involved participants from 135 

commonwealth, state and academic institutions who were familiar with a significant number 136 

of Australian invasion cases. The workshop resulted in the selection of two case studies: i) 137 

Siam weed in Queensland and ii) European House Borer (EHB) in Western Australia. Both 138 

infestations have been the subject of benefit-cost analyses and hence some of the 139 

information required for the model was already available. Updated information on extent of 140 

the invasions, spread rate, control costs and damages was required to complete the case 141 

studies. Not all the information needed was able to be obtained within the time required to 142 

complete the project because of constraints in staff-time and/or lack of in-house GIS 143 

expertise required to extract data from existing maps in state agencies. We conducted our 144 

case studies using the best data available, complemented by information from the original 145 

benefit cost analyses and advice from program staff. 146 

Initial analysis using a generic model that consists of the simplest possible representation of 147 

a managed invasion indicated the maximum area that should be targeted for eradication 148 

based on costs of control and damages caused the spreading invasion. Introducing 149 

uncertainty caused the optimal solution to prescribe caution by targeting larger areas for 150 

eradication than in the deterministic case. Introducing nonlinear costs and damages was 151 

found to produce two distinct decision points: where it becomes optimal to give up on 152 

eradication (switching point) and where it becomes optimal to apply just enough control to 153 

maintain the invasion at a steady state (containment point). The positions of these two points 154 

were affected by the relative values of damage and cost parameters. 155 

The generic model is used to help readers understand how to interpret the solutions of state-156 

based decision models. The advantage of this approach is that the optimal action is 157 

expressed as a decision rule, rather than a single decision value for a particular situation. 158 

This provides tactical management capacity that is robust to uncertainty; the optimal control 159 

rule can be applied at any point in time, based on the observed state of the invasion at that 160 

time, even after random effects have caused the results of our previous actions to be off 161 

target. 162 
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The generic model was able to be applied to Siam Weed with little modification. Siam Weed 163 

is a fast growing perennial shrub that thrives in disturbed habitats such as pastures, 164 

roadsides and riverbanks and can completely dominate the landscape it invades. It was first 165 

detected in Australia in 1994, around the Tully River catchment south of Cairns and became 166 

the target of a national cost-shared eradication programme in 1995. Siam weed has the 167 

potential to infest large areas of coastal land in New South Wales, the Northern Territory, 168 

Western Australia and Queensland, invading productive agricultural land and ecosystems 169 

known for their high environmental values.  170 

Results of the Siam Weed case study indicated that, given our best estimates of costs and 171 

damages, it would be optimal to eradicate the invasion even if it covers several million 172 

hectares, at a cost of several billion dollars in present-value terms. Obviously, this 173 

management approach is not feasible because of limited budgets. This results points to the 174 

limitation of a simple decision model with no budget constraint. The decision is made purely 175 

based on the marginal costs and marginal damages of the invasion, ignoring that unlimited 176 

resources are not available to manage the invasion. While the model provides interesting 177 

insights, it will be of more value as a decision tool when a budget constraint is included in the 178 

derivation of the optimization model. The model prescribes that the current extent of the 179 

invasion (about 15,000 hectares) should be the target of eradication and the estimated cost 180 

is $18 million in present-value terms. However, this is a deterministic estimate and does not 181 

account for the probability of failure. 182 

The European House Borer (EHB) study required a different model to be designed to 183 

account for important features in this type of invasion, where the main habitat is pine forest 184 

but the damage applies to households. EHB is a serious insect pest of untreated dry 185 

softwood. The adult beetle lays its eggs in the deadwood and its larvae feed on the timber 186 

causing serious structural damage. EHB was first detected in a private residence in Western 187 

Australia in January 2004 and, when subsequent surveillance uncovered additional infested 188 

properties, the incursion became the focus of an eradication programme. 189 

Based on the features of this invasion a new model was designed (described in Appendix B). 190 

The model consists of three state variables: forest infested, houses at risk and houses 191 

infested; and control of the invasion involves “packages” of actions, including building 192 

restrictions, early harvest of infested plantations and enhanced forest ‘hygiene’. The model 193 

was implemented in Excel and made available to the EHB team to facilitate the estimation of 194 

parameters for future decision analysis. Using a combination of best estimates available and 195 

plausible values for unknown parameters, we obtained results that are roughly compatible 196 

with a previous benefit-cost analysis. Our results indicate that any form of control is 197 

preferable to no control at all, based on the damages to Western Australia relative to the cost 198 
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of control. Additional work is required to determine the best way to manage the invasion 199 

given the limited resources available to clear infested forests and repair infested houses. The 200 

EHB case study concludes with a brief description of work in progress consisting of 201 

exploratory spatial analysis to determine the contribution that new spatio-temporal analytical 202 

techniques may offer when limited data are available. 203 

This report concludes by providing recommendations arising from the study. A summary of 204 

recommendations is presented below. 205 

Key Findings:  206 

 Using an optimization framework, based on benefits and costs, results in eradication 207 

for very large invasion areas. This is the case even when damages are moderate, 208 

because benefits include avoided future control costs.  209 

 Introducing nonlinear costs and damages was found to produce two distinct decision 210 

points: where it becomes optimal to give up on eradication (switching point) and 211 

where it becomes optimal to apply just enough control to maintain the invasion at a 212 

steady state (containment point). 213 

 The introduction of uncertainty in the model results in larger areas being targeted for 214 

eradication than occurred in the deterministic case, reflecting cautious behaviour 215 

when future outcomes are uncertain.    216 

 The deterministic model for Siam weed prescribes that the current extent of the 217 

invasion (about 15,000 hectares) should be the target of eradication and the 218 

estimated cost is $18 million in present-value terms, but this result does not account 219 

for the probability of failure. 220 

 Our findings from the European House Borer application indicate that any form of 221 

control of the current outbreak is preferable to no control at all, based on the 222 

damages to Western Australia relative to the cost of control. 223 

Recommendations:  224 

1. We recommend that the decision tool developed here be used by managers before 225 

considering a full benefit-cost analysis of an invasion to identify the kinds of costs and 226 

damages involved and the sorts of budgets that may be required for eradication.  227 

2. The basic decision model needs to be extended to include the budget as a constraint 228 

in the optimization model, to make it more applicable to the real world where 229 

biosecurity resources can be severely limited. 230 
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3. The constrained model should be applied to Siam weed in close collaboration with 231 

the programme team to help develop tactical management capacity. This would 232 

benefit the Siam Weed programme but is also likely to have spinoffs that improve the 233 

management of invasions in general. 234 

4. The EHB team, with the assistance of the simulation model developed in this project, 235 

should consider and agree on sets of parameter values to be used in further analysis. 236 

This should be followed by scenario analysis of alternative policies in stochastic 237 

mode, so that realistic expectations are derived that account for the probability of 238 

failure. 239 

5. The state-based optimization model for EHB could be developed to provide the EHB 240 

team with a tactical management tool that is robust to random shocks. 241 

6. The difficulty of extracting data from existing databases needs to be addressed by 242 

developing protocols for data sharing that account for security concerns while at the 243 

same time allowing teams with the specialised skills to access the data. 244 

7. The information required for decision models is often not available because it was not 245 

recorded at the time, even when this would have been easy to do. It would be worth 246 

developing lists of data that should be recorded for any managed invasion and 247 

protocols for storing and sharing them. 248 
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2. Introduction  249 

Biosecurity managers require tools to assist with planning, implementation and evaluation of 250 

invasive-species management activities. Ideally these tools should be based on sound 251 

scientific and economic principles, they should be robust to uncertainty and, for decision-252 

makers to have confidence in them, they should be validated and peer-reviewed.  253 

One of the decision tools most often requested by biosecurity managers is one to help 254 

decide whether to attempt eradication, contain, or do nothing in response to a biological 255 

invasion. In this project we develop and test a simple decision tool that can help to determine 256 

whether a particular invasion should be eradicated, contained, or allowed to spread while 257 

more information is gathered. The tool is based on minimal information and was tested with 258 

case-studies of relevance to biosecurity agencies in Australia. Such a tool, despite its relative 259 

simplicity, may also be used to investigate alternative invasion scenarios and develop rules-260 

of-thumb for management, provided it proves to be robust across a range of situations. 261 

The overall objective of this project is to improve decisions about appropriate pest 262 

management activities over time (eradicate, contain or do nothing) and use case-studies to 263 

determine rules-of-thumb for management in a range of invasion scenarios.  264 

This document presents the final report, consisting of a discussion of the models and their 265 

application to two case studies: (1) Siam Weed (Chromolaena odorata) in northern 266 

Queensland, managed by Biosecurity Queensland; and (2) European House Borer (EHB) 267 

(Hylotrupes bajulus) in Western Australia, managed by the Department of Food and 268 

Agriculture of Western Australia: 269 

1. Siam Weed is considered one of the world’s worst weeds. It is a fast growing 270 

perennial shrub that thrives in disturbed habitats such as pastures, roadsides and 271 

riverbanks and can completely dominate the landscape it invades. It was first 272 

detected in Australia in 1994, around the Tully River catchment south of Cairns and 273 

became the target of a national cost-shared eradication programme in 1995. Siam 274 

weed has the potential to infest large areas of coastal land in New South Wales, the 275 

Northern Territory, Western Australia and Queensland, invading productive 276 

agricultural land and ecosystems known for their high environmental values.  277 

2. EHB is a serious insect pest of untreated dry softwood. It was detected in a private 278 

residence in Western Australia in January 2004 and, when subsequent surveillance 279 

uncovered additional infested properties, the incursion became the focus of an 280 

eradication programme. In Western Australia EHB has also been found in pine 281 

plantations, where it infests dead pinewood, and in untreated manufactured articles 282 

derived from pine timber, including structural timber in several homes. The adult 283 
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beetle lays its eggs in the deadwood and its larvae feed on the timber causing serious 284 

structural damage.  285 

Both infestations have been the subject of benefit costs analyses and hence some of the 286 

information required is already available. However, updated information on extent of the 287 

invasions, spread rate, control costs and damages was required to complete the case 288 

studies. Not all the information needed was able to be obtained within the time required to 289 

complete the project because of constraints on staff-time and/or lack of GIS expertise in both 290 

control programs. Therefore the analysis was conducted using the best data available, 291 

complemented by information from the original benefit cost analyses and advice from 292 

program staff. 293 

While application of the generic model to Siam weed was relatively simple, requiring only 294 

minor modifications of the model, mathematical representation of the EHB invasion was 295 

more complicated, requiring a different model to be designed to account for important 296 

features in this type of invasion.  While pine forest is the main habitat of EHB, most of the 297 

damage is experienced by households and businesses that use pine wood, particularly 298 

businesses involved in inter-state trade where the use of untreated pine pallets is typical. In 299 

addition, control of EHB involves “packages” of actions that cannot be easily related to 300 

reductions in area invaded as continuous variables. 301 

In this report we present a generic model, background information on the Siam weed and 302 

EHB invasions, application of the generic model to Siam weed, and a description of the 303 

model developed for EHB. We also present results from simulations and identify future work 304 

with potential for high payoffs. We conclude with a series of recommendations for application 305 

of our findings. 306 
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3. The basic model 307 

The decision about whether to eradicate or contain must be based on solid scientific and 308 

economic foundations and must be robust to uncertainty. In developing a decision tool that 309 

meets these objectives we started with the simplest possible model -- based on a clear 310 

description of the state of the invasion at any given time and considering the future 311 

consequences of current decisions, including the decision to do nothing.  312 

The simplest possible model of a managed invasion has three components: 313 

 A growth (spread) curve 314 

 A damage curve 315 

 A cost curve 316 

The mathematical model is described in Appendix A. This section presents a description of 317 

the numerical version of the model, which was implemented as an Excel file. The model 318 

requires five parameters: 319 

 Specific growth rate (r) 320 

 Area at risk (K in ha) 321 

 Damage (D in $/ha) 322 

 Control Cost (C in $/ha) 323 

 Discount rate ( in %) 324 

Using this information the model calculates the maximum area that should be targeted for 325 

eradication and the area at which containment should occur when applicable. The calculation 326 

is based on an optimization model that minimises the combined cost of controlling the 327 

invasion plus the damages caused by the invasion. The area at which eradication is no 328 

longer the optimal course of action is referred to as the Switching Point. 329 

The model was distributed to a group of potential end users and went through two iterations 330 

of improvements based on user feedback. The current version of the model (version 3.0) is 331 

described here. The model is contained in the Excel file Switching_Point_Mod_v3.0.xls and is 332 

accompanied by a manual. This section presents only an overview of data requirements and 333 

results. For more details refer to the user manual. 334 

In summary, the decision whether to eradicate or not is based on minimising the total cost of 335 

the invasion over time. This includes the cost of control as well as the damage caused by 336 

allowing the invasion to spread. Both the control cost and the damage cost are measured on 337 

a per hectare basis. This means that each additional hectare invaded increases all costs and 338 
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damages proportionally, which is the same as assuming that the landscape is relatively 339 

homogenous. 340 

Damages and control costs are not always easy to estimate. Many different factors and 341 

activities may need to be measured and several sectors of the economy may need to be 342 

considered, depending on the type of invasive and the environments that are invaded. The 343 

model was designed to assist users obtain plausible per-hectare values by completing a set 344 

of tables (Figure 1). 345 

 346 

The user must enter 4 types of inputs:  347 

 Invasion Parameters: are associated with the growth curve represented by a logistic 348 

equation (see the plot on the top right of Figure 1).   349 

 Invasion Damages: contains a breakdown of the various components of the damage 350 

curve. The parameters contained in this table are used to calculate a single value for 351 

damages per hectare. The cell labelled Total on the top right of this table represents 352 

the Damage Parameter (D).   353 

 

Figure 1. The Model Worksheet in the Switching Point Model 
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 Control Costs: contains a breakdown of the various components of the cost curve. 354 

The parameters contained in this table are used to calculate a single value for the 355 

cost of control per hectare. The cell labelled Total on the top right of this table 356 

represents the Cost Parameter (C).  Costs are calculated in present value terms 357 

based on the number of years required to eliminate the infestation, such as repeat 358 

visits required to eliminate the seedbank. 359 

 Economic Parameters: this table comprises the discount rate and the budget. The 360 

budget does not affect the actual calculation of the switching point, but it is used to 361 

calculate the maximum area that could be eradicated when the budget constraint is 362 

binding. 363 

The results are presented in terms of areas and costs (Figure 1). Three points are identified: 364 

 The switching point: where marginal benefit (MB) equals marginal cost (MC). This is 365 

where eradication ceases to be the optimal option. It is illustrated graphically in the 366 

bottom chart in Figure 1.   367 

 The point at which the marginal benefit of control is zero (MB=0). This is where the 368 

marginal benefit curve crosses the horizontal axis. 369 

 The maximum area that can be treated with the given budget constraint. 370 

These components are explained in more detail below.  371 

3.1. Damages 372 

The damages per hectare (βD in Appendix A) are calculated from the itemised entries in the 373 

"Invasion Damage" table. This value is $181/ha for the example in Figure 1 (cell F10). The 374 

list of possible damages is presented in Table 1 followed by brief explanations of each. For 375 

each category, the user needs to assess the damage at saturation -- the number of units 376 

(households, hectares etc) that will be affected if the whole area at risk becomes invaded. 377 

Table 1. Types of damages that may need to be considered 378 

ID Description Units of measurement 

D1 Household damages  number of households  

D2 Costs of private control measures number of households  

D3 Lost trade opportunities Total amount  

D4 Damage to human health number of people 

D5 The cost of missed work  number of people 

D6 Losses in property values ha 

D7 Damages to livestock and agriculture ha 

D8 Damages to public property ha 

D9 Loss of recreational values ha 

D10 Loss of biodiversity ha 

D11 Other   
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As an example assume there are 2,400 households in the area at risk and ¼ of them are 379 

expected to be affected. Then the entry under Units affected at saturation is 0.25  2,400 = 380 

600 households. The dollar value for this damage would be the average cost incurred per 381 

household. 382 

Lost trade opportunities (D3) are presented as a total amount in the table, but they could be 383 

expressed in different units depending on the nature of this loss. For example, if the number 384 

of tourists visiting the area drops as a result of the invasion, the units at saturation would be 385 

the annual reduction in the number of tourists and the value would be the average amount 386 

spent per tourist.  If there are several industries or sectors affected this parameter would 387 

measure the total loss across all industries or sectors.  388 

 Damage to human health (D4) and the cost of missed work (D5) are in terms of number of 389 

people affected. As an example, assume the population in the area at risk is 10,000 people 390 

and 4% of them are expected to be affected at saturation, then the entry in this column is 391 

10,000  0.04 = 400 people. The cost per unit could be calculated based on average medical 392 

expenses per person for D4 and average numbers of hours missed multiplied by the average 393 

wage rate for D5. 394 

The next five damage types (D6 to D10) are on a per-hectare basis and their values would 395 

depend on the proportion of the area at risk that represents each damage type. Other costs 396 

not considered on this list can be included in the final row of the damages table (D11).  397 

3.2. Control Costs 398 

The costs per ha (βC in Appendix A) are calculated from the itemised entries in the "Control 399 

Costs" table (Table 2). This value is $1,430/ha for the example in Figure 1 (cell E24). As 400 

above, different parameters have different units of measurement. Costs are expressed on an 401 

annual basis and the number of years required to eliminate the invasion are used to calculate 402 

the present value of eradication costs. For example, if clearing weeds from one hectare of 403 

land requires 10 years of repeat visits until the seedbank is exhausted, then this number of 404 

years must be entered so the present value of all costs can be calculated.  405 

Table 2. Itemised control costs 406 

ID Description Units 

C1 Labour  $/ha 

C2 Materials $/ha 

C3 Damage caused to industry $/ha 

C4 Damage caused to environment $/ha 

C5 Travel $ 

C6 Administration $ 

C7 Number of years years 
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The formula used to calculate the present value of costs is based on the number of years the 407 

invasion will need to be revisited to achieve eradication. The present value of a stream of 408 

future payments (FV) expected to occur for T years is: 409 

 



T

FVTPV





11

)(  (1) 410 

where  is the discount rate. The value of  is normally set between 5% and 7% based on the 411 

return of (relatively risk-free) treasury bonds, but it can be set lower for cases that have 412 

social benefits or higher for commercial purposes. Equation (1) is derived from applying the 413 

standard discounting formula for a single future payment to a stream of equal payments (the 414 

derivation is presented in Appendix B). This calculation is done in the background within the 415 

Excel model and users are not required to understand it. They are only required to enter 416 

expected annual costs and the expected duration of the eradication effort.  417 

Labour costs (C1) are relatively straightforward to calculate based on the number of hours 418 

required to clear one hectare (including search and treatment activities) multiplied by the 419 

wage rate. Materials costs (C2) normally represent chemicals used for treatment, but could 420 

also include depreciation of any machinery and equipment used.  421 

The costs of damages to industry (C3) or the environment (C4) are those caused by the 422 

control method itself, as opposed to those caused by the invading organism considered in 423 

the previous section. For example, damages to industry are caused when control involves 424 

killing livestock, and damages to the environment occur when chemicals used to control the 425 

invader also kill native organisms. 426 

The costs of travel (C5) and administration (C6) are calculated on a per-year rather than per-427 

hectare basis. Cost of travel to infested sites is the sum of air and road travel plus any per-428 

diems paid to staff. The costs of administration would include office expenses, including 429 

annual salaries of managers but excluding the salaries associated with labour already 430 

counted in D1.  431 

The approach used to calculate the present value of eradication costs (equation 1) assumes 432 

that annual costs remain constant throughout the eradication effort. In reality, some costs will 433 

decrease as eradication is approached, for example less chemicals may be needed as the 434 

main infestation is eliminated and only small seedlings need to be killed in repeat visits. 435 

However, search costs are normally the major component of control costs and they will not 436 

decrease if the whole area managed is searched every year. In any event, it would be a 437 

simple matter to modify this part of the model and allow decreasing control costs to occur 438 

through time. It would involve replacing equation (1) with a table listing the expected costs 439 

through time. These individual entries would then be discounted based on the year when 440 
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they occur and the discounted values would be summed to obtain the present value. 441 

Implementing this would require additional user input and defeat our purpose of producing 442 

the simplest possible model, but it could be incorporated in future versions.  443 

3.3. Results 444 

Results for the example given in Figure 1 (the Base case) indicate that the switching point is 445 

at 3,700 ha, but to treat this area a budget of $5.3 million (in present value terms) would be 446 

required (Table 3). The position and cost of the switching point change as the parameter 447 

values change. In some cases the per-unit damages and costs also change because 448 

individual costs and damages vary in their units of measurement (see Tables 1 and 2), so a 449 

doubling of all costs or damages does not result in a doubling in the value per hectare. 450 

 451 

Table 3. Summary of results from sensitivity analysis using the model illustrated in Figure 1 and 452 
described in Appendix 1 453 

 

Damage 
$/ha 

Cost 
$/ha 

Maximum 
area 

treatable  
(ha) 

Switching Point 

Scenario Area 

Total 
Cost 
($M) 

Base 181 1,430 1,398 3,708 5.30 

Total area at risk  2  148 1,422 1,406 7,059 10.04 

Specific growth rate   2 181 1,430 1,398 3,479 4.98 

Discount rate   2 181 1,198 1,670 3,338 4.00 

Number of years   2 181 2,450 816 3,280 8.04 

Damages   2 361 1,430 1,398 4,734 6.77 

Costs  2 181 2,861 699 3,194 9.14 

 454 

Comparison of the Base case with the various scenarios shows that the position of the 455 

switching point is affected mostly by the total area at risk and the damages (Figure 2A). In 456 

both cases there is a direct relationship, resulting respectively in a 90% and a 28% increase 457 

in the maximum area that should be eradicated (Figure 2B). All the other parameters are 458 

negatively related to the switching point, with changes ranging between -6% and -14% 459 

(Figure 2B). 460 
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 461 

As seen in Table 3, the maximum areas that should be eradicated are quite large according 462 

to our decision rule, they are higher than the 1,000 ha recommended by Rejmánek and 463 

Pitcairn (2002). This is because the model does not include a budget constraint. The 464 

decision is simply based on marginal benefits and marginal costs of control. The costs of 465 

control for the assumed parameter values (Table 3) vary between $4M and $10M. If these 466 

sorts of budgets are not available the optimal solution becomes infeasible. Figure 3 shows 467 

the area that could be treated with a budget of $2M for our example. The maximum area that 468 

could be treated ranges between 20% and 50% of the desired area.  469 
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Figure 2. Sensitivity analysis. (A) the position of the switching point (in hectares) for the Base case 

and for a doubling of each of the key parameters in turn. (B) The percent change in the position 

of the switching point relative to the Base case in response to a doubling of each of the key model 

parameters. 
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 470 

The correct way of dealing with the constrained case is to include the budget constraint in the 471 

mathematical model (Appendix A) and derive the optimal constrained solution, but this more 472 

complex case is out of the scope of the current project. 473 

It is worth noting that the model is designed to be used for invaders that cause damages 474 

only. Its application to a ‘benign’ invader will still prescribe eradication. This is because the 475 

model includes avoided future control costs as part of the calculation of marginal benefit (left-476 

hand side of equation 15 in Appendix A).1  477 

3.4. Understanding the solution 478 

The optimisation approach we use is state-based, where the optimal decision is expressed 479 

as a function of the area invaded at the time when the decision is made. This means that 480 

solution of the problem yields a decision rule rather than a single optimal value. The decision 481 

rule obtained for an infinite planning horizon can then be used to derive the optimal path that 482 

the invasion should follow through time for any given initial state. 483 

To interpret the solution and identify useful management implications, it is necessary to 484 

understand three concepts: optimal state transition, optimal control rule and optimal path.  To 485 

illustrate these concepts we will solve the problem for a set of parameter values scaled so 486 

that damages per hectare are equal to 1.0, so all costs are measured relative to one unit of 487 

 

                                                      
1
 An if statement was inserted in the Excel model to prevent eradication to be attempted when damages are zero. 
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Figure 3. The effect of a budget constraint, expressed as the percent of the desired area that could 

be covered at the switching point for the Base case and for a doubling of each parameter, with a 

$2M budget in present-value terms. Note that for the assumed parameter values none of the cases 

could cover the whole area given by the switching point (see Figure 2A). 
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damage. This allows us to abstract away from obtaining actual dollar values for damages in 488 

this exploratory phase. The parameters used are: 489 

 Specific growth rate,  r = 0.2 490 

 Area at risk K = 100  491 

 Damage D = 1 492 

 Control Cost C = 40 493 

 Discount rate  = 0.07 494 

The problem from Appendix A was solved numerically using a stochastic dynamic 495 

programming (SDP) algorithm with the parameter values listed above. The problem is: 496 

  1)()(min)(  ttt
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t xVxDuCxV
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  (2) 497 
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Where  is a discount factor for the discount rate , defined as: 502 







1

1
 (6) 503 

Equation (2) is the value function representing the total cost of the managed invasion (control 504 

costs plus damages). Equation (3) is the state transition equation, composed of the logistic 505 

growth function (the term in brackets) reduced by the control (ut). Equations (4) and (5) are 506 

the damage and cost function respectively. Note that damage is a function of the area 507 

invaded (xt) whereas control cost is a function of the control applied (ut). 508 

Equation (2) is solved recursively backwards in time for a discrete set of possible states xt 509 

until the value of V converges. At that point the value of ut that satisfies V(x0) is the optimal 510 

control rule, sometimes expressed as u*(x). For other applications of this technique to 511 

invasive species see Shea and Possingham (2000); Odom et al. (2003); Cacho (2006); 512 

Regan et al. (2006); Bogich and Shea (2008) and Hyder et al. (2008). 513 

In this case the damage and cost functions (equations 4 and 5) are linear and the model is 514 

deterministic. The nonlinear and stochastic cases are considered in the next section. 515 

The optimal state transition is represented as a curve that prescribes the state of the invasion 516 

at time t+1, given the current state at time t, when the invasion is managed optimally (Figure 517 

4). Comparing this curve to a 45o line indicates whether it is optimal to allow growth or force 518 
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519 
shrinkage of the invasion. The switching point is located where the optimal state transition 520 

intercepts the 45o line (labeled a in Figure 4), this is the infested area at which the optimal 521 

action switches from eradication to no control. 522 

The solution in Figure 4 represents what is called bang-bang control (i.e. Chiang, 1992), 523 

where the switch is from eradication to no action, with no intermediate solutions prescribing 524 

partial control. The reason for this result is the linear nature of costs and damages in 525 

equations (4) and (5), which results in corner solutions. 526 

In reality, eradication is not immediate, it occurs over several years because of the need to 527 

revisit the site to eliminate any organisms that were missed in previous searches, and to treat 528 

new seedlings in the process of eliminating the seedbank in the case of weeds. This multi-529 

year process is not treated explicitly in the model to avoid unnecessary complexity. Instead, 530 

the total cost of eradication is calculated in present value terms based on the expected 531 

number of repeat visits required. This calculation was explained in Section 3.2. 532 

The optimal solution can also be presented as a plot of the current state against the optimal 533 

change in state (Figure 5). This shows how the optimal control (expressed as the area by 534 

which the invasion should be reduced) drops abruptly at the switching point, and this is 535 
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Figure 4. The optimal state transition (black solid line), the no-control case (red thin line) and a 45-

degree line (black dotted) indicating the steady state where the area invaded at time t equals the  area 

invaded at time t+1. The switching point (labelled a) shows the area at which it is optimal to give up on 

eradication. 
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536 
followed by a rapid increase in the size of the invasion. Once again this illustrates the bang-537 

bang nature of the solution. 538 

The optimal control rule illustrated in Figure 5 can be applied repeatedly to derive an optimal 539 

path for any initial condition (Figure 6). In this case the switching point appears as a 540 

bifurcation in the optimal state path. In reality, an invasion managed according to the optimal 541 

rule will not follow the optimal path because of random variations in the spread process. This 542 

is addressed in the following section. 543 
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Figure 6. The optimal path in area invaded for several initial conditions. These paths are derived by 545 
repeatedly applying the decision rule in Figure 5 as the state changes through time. The switching point 546 
(labelled a) shows a bifurcation in the paths as eradication ceases to be attempted. 547 
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Figure 5. The optimal control rule (green dots) and the corresponding state change (black solid line) 

derived from the optimal state transition in Figure 4. The switching point (labelled a) shows the area 

at which it is optimal to give up on eradication and corresponds to a drop in amount of control 

applied and an increase in the area invaded. 
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4. Introducing uncertainty and nonlinearity 549 

In this section we extend the model to account for uncertainty regarding the state transition 550 

by introducing a stochastic factor represented by the parameter  below. We also introduce 551 

the possibility of nonlinear damages and control costs by adding an exponents to equations 552 

(3) and (4). The new model is: 553 

   1)()(min)(  ttt
u

t xVExDuCxV
t

  (2a) 554 

subject to: 555 
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The objective function in equation (2a) contains the expected future value E(V), because the 559 

future state is now a random variable. The parameter  represents a random environmental 560 

disturbance, and the damage and control cost exponents (C and D) introduce the possibility 561 

of nonlinear damages and control costs. When  > 1 the function is convex (increases at an 562 

increasing rate) and when  < 1 the function is concave (increases at a decreasing rate). In 563 

this section we will deal with the convex case.  564 

Convexity in costs implies increasing marginal costs as the area treated increases, which 565 

means that treatment costs increase at an increasing rate. This may occur when there are 566 

diminishing returns to inputs such as labour and chemicals. Convexity in damages may occur 567 

for the environment, for example, where remaining pristine areas becomes more valuable as 568 

they decrease in size and number (i.e. they exhibit scarcity value).   569 

Once nonlinearity and randomness are introduced it is no longer possible to solve the 570 

problem analytically and the Excel version of the model cannot be used. The solution is now 571 

obtained with a stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) algorithm (Cacho, 2006).  572 

The optimal control rule for the deterministic case is shown for 4 different sets of damage 573 

and cost parameter values in Figure 7. The first plot represents the linear case, where bang-574 

bang control occurs as explained above. The remaining plots represent nonlinear (convex) 575 

cases. The switching point is obvious in all cases, as the intersection between the optimal 576 

state curve and the line y=0, but only when the former approaches the latter from below. This 577 

is a switch from shrinkage to growth of the invasion as before, but the switch is more gradual 578 

for the convex case, indicating that bang-bang control no longer applies. When both costs 579 

and damages are convex (bottom two charts in Figure 7) a containment point 580 
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581 
emerges (labeled b) in addition to the switching point (labeled a). A containment point occurs 582 

where the optimal state curve crosses the horizontal axis from above. This is an equilibrium 583 

point that results in converging paths for certain initial conditions (see below). 584 

To introduce uncertainty we let  become a normal random variable, with mean 1.0 and an 585 

arbitrary standard deviation (SD), denoted as ~N(1,SD). When SD=0.01 (Figure 8) the 586 

optimal solution patterns do not differ substantially from the deterministic case, but there is a 587 

tendency to become more cautious, as indicated by the switching point (a) shifting right 588 

towards larger areas and the containment point (b) shifting left towards smaller areas  589 

(compare Figures 7 and 8). 590 
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Figure 7. The optimal control rule (green dots) and the corresponding state change (solid line) for four 

different sets of parameter values. The dotted line at y=0 indicates the steady state; when the black 

curve is below the dotted line the invasion size decreases with time and when it is above the dotted line 

the invasion size increases. Parameter values were set at r=0.2, K=100, =0.07, =1, the damage 

parameters are indicated for each chart as D(D, D) and the cost parameters as C(C, C). 
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 591 

When stochasticity increases (SD=0.05) the optimal prescription is to always eradicate for 592 

the four sets of parameter values tested, even if the whole area at risk has been invaded 593 

(Figure 9). So when uncertainty is high extreme caution is advised by the optimization 594 

algorithm in the absence of a budget constraint. The budget constraint will then dictate what 595 

can be achieved.  596 
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Figure 8. The optimal control rule when uncertainty is introduced, ~N(1,0.01). Compared to the 

deterministic case (Figure 7) the optimal decision involves caution, with the switching points shifting 

right towards larger eradication areas. Parameter values were set at r=0.2, K=100, =0.07, the damage 

parameters are indicated for each chart as D(D, D) and the cost parameters as C(C, C).  
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Figure 9. The optimal control rule with ~N(1,0.05), indicating that when uncertainty becomes high 598 
enough it is optimal to always eradicate. Parameter values were set at r =0.2, K=100, =0.07, the damage 599 
parameters are indicated for each chart as D(D, D) and the cost parameters as C(C, C).

2
 600 

 601 

The optimal paths arising for two of our cases are presented in Figure 10. These paths show 602 

two absorbing states: x=0 and x=b, corresponding to the eradication and containment 603 

decisions. A real invasion managed according to the optimal rule would not follow one of the 604 

actual paths illustrated in Figure 10 because of random events. However, the optimal rule is 605 

applied to new states as they are observed; therefore the SDP technique provides a true 606 

tactical management tool that is robust to uncertainty. 607 

 

                                                      
2
 The discontinuities in the optimal control rule are caused by the jumps in the state (black line), which in turn 

are caused by the use of random numbers to obtain a numerical solution. 
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 608 

Table 4 shows the position of the switching and the containment points for the four cases 609 

discussed above. Note how the introduction of stochasticity causes the switching area to 610 

increase and the containment area to decrease as already shown graphically. 611 

Table 4. Position of the switching point and the containment point for four combinations of damage and 612 
cost parameters and for deterministic (SD=0) and stochastic (SD=0.01) cases 613 

Parameter values 
 Eradicate below  

(ha) 
 Contain at 

(ha) 

βD D βC C  SD=0 SD=0.01  SD=0 SD=0.01 

1 1 40 1  22 69  - 82 

1 1 20 2  10 18  - 82 

1 2 130 2  65 67  80 78 

1 2 150 2  55 56  84 81 

 614 

The results presented in this section for a simplified case, where all parameters are scaled 615 

relative to damage per hectare invaded, has allowed us to draw some general conclusions. A 616 

significant feature of the optimal solution is the prescription of increasing caution as the 617 

stochastic disturbance increases. In the remainder of this report two case studies are 618 

presented to help us gain insights into the applicability of our model to actual invasions. 619 
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Figure 10. The optimal path for two cases where containment becomes part of the optimal solution. 

The switching point (a) is associated with a bifurcation of paths whereas the containment point (b) 

represents a stable equilibrium. Parameter values were set at SD=0.01 r=0.2, K=100, =0.07, the 

damage parameters are indicated for each chart as D(D, D) and the cost parameters as C(C, C). 

Note that the paths represent expected values of a stochastic process, the actual path followed by a 

particular realisation of the process will vary randomly but adapting towards the target path. 
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5. Case-study 1: Siam Weed in Queensland  620 

5.1. Background and history in Australia 621 

Siam weed (Chromolaena odorata) is considered one of the world’s worst weeds. It is a fast 622 

growing perennial shrub, often forming dense, tangled thickets and can attain heights up to 623 

20 m by scrambling on supporting vegetation. It thrives in disturbed habitats such as 624 

pastures, roadsides and riverbanks and can completely dominate the landscape it invades, 625 

smothering and suppressing the growth of other species. Siam weed is a prolific seeder, with 626 

seeds easily dispersed after becoming attached to clothing, animal fur and machinery. It is 627 

also easily spread when soil or stock are moved from infested areas and to some extent it is 628 

spread by wind.  629 

Siam weed is native to tropical and subtropical Central and South America, but is now 630 

widespread throughout Africa, Asia and parts of the western Pacific, where it is a major pest 631 

in crops such as coconuts, rubber, oil palm, cotton, tobacco and sugar cane (Hardwick and 632 

Waterhouse 1996). It is also a significant environmental weed, can have allergic effects on 633 

humans and becomes a fire hazard in the dry season when it dies back after flowering.  634 

Siam Weed was first detected in Australia in 1994, around the Tully River catchment south of 635 

Cairns, most likely introduced via contaminated pasture seed (Waterhouse 1994). In 1995 636 

Siam weed became the target of a national cost-shared eradication programme. The 637 

programme continues, with an annual budget in 2009/10 of $1.3million (DEEDI 2009). The 638 

area currently surveyed for Siam weed is over 16,400 hectares and in 2008, 159 hectares of 639 

640 

 

 

Figure 11. The current distribution of Siam weed on mainland Australia. Infestations are in red and 

are not to scale. Source: DEEDI (2009) 
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Siam weed were found and treated across 418 infested sites (DEEDI 2009). While the 641 

majority of the infestations are restricted to the Tully/Johnstone catchments and the 642 

Townsville/Thuringowa region (DEEDI 2009) (Figure 11), Siam weed has the potential to 643 

infest large areas of coastal land in New South Wales, the Northern Territory, Western 644 

Australia and Queensland (McFadyen and Skarratt 1996).  645 

A recent benefit-cost analysis of the Siam weed eradication programme found it has resulted 646 

in accumulated benefits to agriculture of $2.9 billion, and combined benefits to agriculture 647 

and the environment (in terms of maintenance of ecosystem services) of $4.5 billion between 648 

1994-5 and 2007-8 (Goswami 2008).  649 

5.2. Modelling the spread and management of Siam weed 650 

The original optimisation model developed in this project (Appendix A) was suitable for use 651 

with Siam weed with little modification. Below we explain the process of selecting parameter 652 

values. 653 

5.2.1. Spread and Control 654 

In the absence of control, Siam weed is assumed to spread according to a logistic function 655 

(equation 11 in Appendix A) with an asymptote representing the maximum area of land at 656 

risk. This area includes land used for agriculture and land that has high environmental value. 657 

Application of chemical control to Siam weed infestations will reduce the size of the invasion.  658 

5.2.2. Costs and Damages  659 

When control measures are implemented they will largely be those that have existed under 660 

the Siam weed eradication programme as explained below. 661 

5.3. Scenarios and parameter values 662 

Model parameters and their values are given in Table 5 and are described in more detail 663 

below. Values come from a range of sources: the cost-benefit analysis of the national Siam 664 

Weed Eradication Programmme (SWEP) and associated bioeconomic model (Goswami 665 

2008); annual reports from the eradication program (e.g DEEDI 2009), reviews of the SWEP 666 

(Carter and Dodd 2003, Wicks and Burley 2008) and personal communication with members 667 

of the Siam weed eradication team. Where no information was available on parameter values 668 

we use hypothetical but plausible values.  669 

5.3.1. Invasion parameters 670 

Siam weed has the potential to invade pastures and plantation crops and well as the natural 671 

environment. If Siam weed is left to spread uncontrolled it has the potential to infest the east 672 

coast of Queensland and the northern parts of the Northern Territory and Western Australia 673 
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674 
 (Figure 12), invading productive agricultural land and ecosystems known for their high 675 

environmental values (Goswami 2008).  676 

Total area at risk 677 

In calculating the total area at risk of Siam weed we follow the ‘cease government 678 

investment’ scenario of Goswami (2008) in which all control operations ceased in 2008 and 679 

the weed spread unhindered from all known infestations until a maximum infestation area 680 

was assumed to occur in year 25. Their area of spread is based on modeling with CLIMEX 681 

(DPI&F 2008), Kriticos et al. (2005) and Adamson et al. (2000). Potential future spread was 682 

then matched to Local Government Area (LGA) boundaries and reported in the bioeconomic 683 

model of Goswami (2008) as a percentage of LGA infested. For our analysis this percentage 684 

infested was converted to area for each LGA and summed. The (maximum) area infested in 685 

year 25 was calculated as 27,860,960 ha.  686 

Specific growth rate of Siam weed 687 

The specific growth rate () of Siam weed is used in the logistic equation to determine area 688 

infested over time. This means that the parameter  represents population growth as spread 689 

rate rather than biomass growth. No information was available on the specific growth rate of 690 

Siam weed, so two plausible values for this parameter, 0.05 and 0.09, were used in the 691 

simulations. Based on the current (known) extent of the infestation, when the value of  is 692 

0.05, almost 179,000 ha would be invaded after 50 years. Whereas with a value of  = 0.09, 693 

about 1.27 million ha would be invaded after 50 years. Experts would be required to decide 694 

which scenario is more likely. 695 

  

 

Figure 12. Current and Possible Extent of Chromolaena odorata (adapted from Kriticos et al. 2005; 

CRC Australian Weed Management, 2003) 
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5.3.2. Control-costs parameters 696 

Control costs are assumed to be those of the SWEP. Annual expenditure of the SWEP is 697 

divided between operational activities, research, extension, and project management. For the 698 

purposes of modelling eradication costs over time, we categorised this expenditure into 699 

control costs, on-ground search costs, helicopter search costs, research and communication 700 

costs and costs of programme administration. Data from annual reports for the years 701 

2005/06, 2006/07, and 2007/08 were used to derive average values for expenditure in each 702 

cost category. 703 

Control costs  704 

A range of control methods are available under the SWEP. Siam weed may be removed by 705 

hand if plants are small, otherwise plants are sprayed with herbicides, either from the ground 706 

or by helicopter. Control costs have been calculated as $272/ha. This covers the salaries of 707 

searching crews, the cost of training search teams, the cost of chemicals and other 708 

necessary plant and equipment as well as the cost associated with travelling to infested 709 

sites.  710 

Search costs 711 

Searching for Siam weed is undertaken through ground searching and in recent years, via 712 

helicopter. Helicopter searching is used during the flowering season and is able to detect 713 

large flowering plants that are visible above the forest canopy, and detect Siam weed on 714 

rugged, inaccessible terrain (Carter and Dodd 2003). Ground and helicopter search costs 715 

vary each year as unit costs and area surveyed changed. Helicopter searching takes place 716 

using 3 different sized helicopters, all of which survey at a range of rates (in ha/day) and at a 717 

range of costs (in $/hr) (M. Jeffery unpubl. data). We took the average rate of searching and 718 

cost to determine the cost per area of both types of searching: $22.40/ha for ground 719 

searching and $2.50/ha for helicopter searching.  720 

Research and Communications 721 

Average annual costs for research and communication are considered fixed (they do not vary 722 

with area) and are assumed to be $37,715. Examples of research projects undertaken as 723 

part of the SWEP are the development of a polymerase chain reaction test for Siam weed 724 

DNA, a trial to provide empirical data for water dispersal modeling, experiments that enable 725 

the effects of burning Siam weed to be investigated and analysed, and seed longevity trials 726 

(DEEDI 2011). 727 

728 
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Administration 729 

Average annual costs for administration are also considered fixed and reflect the cost of 730 

maintaining an office with internet and phone access, and the salaries of a project manager 731 

and administration staff for the purposes of managing the SWEP. Average annual 732 

administration costs are assumed to be $143,231. 733 

5.3.3. Invasion Damages 734 

Siam weed has damaged plantation crops overseas by forming dense tangled masses up to 735 

20m high (Adamson et al. 2000). It has reduced carrying capacity of agricultural land and has 736 

impacted on ecosystem services produced by the natural environment. In Queensland it is a 737 

threat to cattle, horticultural industries, forestry and to the natural environment. 738 

Damages to livestock 739 

Cattle grazing in Queensland has been impacted by Siam weed through reduced carrying 740 

capacity of grazing land, and because it has caused cattle deaths and abortions (Adamson et 741 

al. 2000). Under the ‘cease Government investment’ scenario Goswami (2008) estimates 742 

631,860 cattle and calves will be impacted upon by Siam weed, at a unit value of $980/hd.  743 

Table 5. Siam Weed base parameter values 744 

 Parameter Description Value 

Invasion parameters 
 

  Maximum amount of area at risk (ha) 27,860,959 

  Specific growth rate 0.05, 0.09 

Control Costs parameters 
 

  Control ($/ha) 272 

  Search – ground ($/ha) 22 

  Search – helicopter ($/ha) 2.5 

  Research and Communications ($) 37,715 

  Administration ($) 143,231 

Damages  

  Livestock (hd) 631,857 

  Value of livestock ($/hd) 980 

  Damage to horticulture ($/year) 324,494,649 

  Area of affected forestry plantations (ha) 1,839 

  Value of forestry ($/ha) 491 

  Area of National Parks (ha) 167,166 

  Value of ecosystem services ($) 3,786 

Economic parameters 
 

 δ Discount rate (%) 7 

 745 

746 
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Damages to horticulture and other agriculture 747 

The horticultural and agricultural industries in Queensland at risk from Siam weed, in order of 748 

value of impact when maximum area is infested, are sugar cane, bananas, citrus, avocado, 749 

mango and papaya. Goswami (2008) estimates that the value of damages caused to these 750 

industries by Siam weed will reach a maximum of $325m in year 25.  751 

Damages to forestry 752 

We assume that 1,839 ha of forest will be affected by Siam weed when it reaches it 753 

maximum spread, and this is valued at $491/ha (Goswami 2008). 754 

Loss of ecosystem services 755 

To estimate the value of lost ecosystem services Goswami (2008) used a benefit transfer 756 

method, based on estimates undertaken by Costanza (2006) where the value of New 757 

Jersey’s ecosystem services were estimated. This method assumes that ecosystem services 758 

derived from the natural environment in New Jersey can be transferred to the Wet Tropics 759 

World Heritage Area of Queensland. 760 

To determine the impact of Siam weed on the natural environment in Queensland, Goswami 761 

took into account all the services that will be impacted (gas/climate stabilization, water 762 

supply, soil formation, waste treatment, pollination, biological control, habitat/refugia/, 763 

recreation/aesthetic and cultural/spiritual) and the degree to which they will be impacted. The 764 

estimate of the unit value of damage is $3786/ha and it is assumed that a maximum of 765 

167,166 hectares of the natural environment will be affected by Siam weed. 766 

5.4. Results 767 

With base parameter values the switching point values are 7.4 and 10.2 million ha out of 768 

about 27 million ha at risk for α = 0.05 and α = 0.09, respectively (Table 6). It may be 769 

economically desirable to eradicate areas as large as these based only on a benefit-cost 770 

evaluation with no budget constraints and with linear costs. But clearly budgets to eradicate 771 

millions of hectares will not be available and hence budget constraints render the switching 772 

point calculation irrelevant.   773 

The area estimated to be currently invaded could be eradicated at a cost of $18 million 774 

according to the model (Table 6), but this does not account for stochastic disturbances.  At 775 

the switching point, it would cost between $9 billion and $13 billion, to eradicate Siam Weed 776 

from between 7 million and 10 million hectares depending on the specific growth rates. 777 

These sorts of budgets will never be available, so it is important to develop the budget-778 

constrained version of the model in future work. Still, it is of interest to evaluate the effects of 779 

changes in costs and damages on the optimal solution. The effect of changing costs on the 780 
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position of the switching point is illustrated in Figure 13. As the costs of control per hectare 781 

increase the switching point decreases – the area up to which it is optimal to eradicate is 782 

reduced. This relationship is shown for two specific growth rates (α). Interestingly, when α = 783 

0.05, the switching point is 0 if control costs reach $2850 per hectare at base damage values 784 

(Figure 13A). This means that when costs are  $2850 (with other parameter values in Table 785 

6 held constant) then it is never optimal to attempt eradication. When α = 0.09, the switching 786 

point remains at relatively high values even at very high control costs (> $7,000/ha, which is 787 

about 16% of the area at risk in Figure 13A). The same patterns are observed when 788 

damages increase, but the curves shift up and to the right (Figure 13B).  789 
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Figure 13. Switching point results for Siam weed for two different values of the specific growth rate (α) 

and two values of damages per ha (D) as control cost (C) changes. 

Table 6. Siam weed results for the two values of specific growth rate 

 Specific growth rate 

 α = 0.05 α = 0.09 

Damages ($/ha, D)a 57 57 

Control costs ($/ha, C)a 1,219 1,219 

Switching point (1,000 ha) 7,369 10,285 

Control cost ($m PV) at switching point: 8,982 12,538 

MB = 0 (1,000 ha) 26,871 21,120 

Control cost ($m PV) at current area invaded: 18 18 
a
D was estimated from the damage parameters in Table 5 as explained in Section 3.1 and C was estimated 

from the cost parameters in Table 5 as explained in Section 3.2. 
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The reasons for the patterns observed in Figure 13 can be understood by looking at the 791 

switching point equation (eq. 16 in Appendix A) in some detail: 792 

 






C

CD
Sx

2


   (7) 793 

Here xs is the area at which the switching point occurs and the other parameters have been 794 

described before. The growth rate of the invasion () compared to the discount rate () 795 

determines the influence of future costs on the position of the switching point. The term 796 

C )(  represents the future costs of not controlling the invasion today. The parameter  797 

represents the growth of the invasion on the ground and  represents the opportunity cost of 798 

the funds used to control the invasion (the growth rate of these funds if they were invested at 799 

a rate ).  800 

If the growth rate of control costs is lower than the growth rate of funds saved by not 801 

controlling today ( < ), it makes sense to not control but save the funds and use them in 802 

the future, when they will be able to buy more control. Conversely, if the growth rate of 803 

control costs is higher than the growth rate of funds saved by not controlling today ( > ), it 804 

makes sense to control today, as the same funds would not be able to cover the costs 805 

required to control in the future. The value of the numerator in the equation above increases 806 

in proportion with the cost parameter (βC) when   >  whereas it decreases in proportion to 807 

βC when  < . This means that the former case ( > ) will tend to result in higher values of 808 

xs than the latter. However, this is not always the case because  and βC also appear in the 809 

denominator of the equation, so lower values of  will tend to make xs larger, especially at 810 

low values of βC. This explains the pattern observed in Figure 13, where the curve for =0.05 811 

crosses the curve for =0.09 from above, and where the curve becomes flatter as βC 812 

increases, especially when  > . 813 

6.3.1 Comparing the analytical and numerical solution 814 

The results presented above were obtained using the Excel model (Cacho and Hester 2013), 815 

which is based on the analytical solution presented in Appendix A. We were able to obtain a 816 

closed solution for the switching point problem (see equation 7) because of the functional 817 

forms we used (linear damages, linear control costs and logistic population growth). The 818 

analytical solution is convenient for three reasons; it produces and exact solution; it is easy to 819 

implement on a spreadsheet; and it allows general inferences about the decision problem to 820 

be drawn as shown above. However, the analytical solution ignores the presence of 821 

stochastic environmental effects that may affect future invasion trajectories. Also, as 822 
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discussed in Chapter 3, the analytical model cannot deal with nonlinear costs and damages 823 

(Refer to Section 3.4 for the reasons we may want to use nonlinear functions).  824 

In contrast to the analytical model, the numerical (Matlab) model can incorporate stochastic 825 

events and nonlinear functions, but it does produce an approximation rather than an exact 826 

answer. The numerical model approximates the optimal solution using a state transition 827 

matrix that is based on a limited set of discrete values (see section 3.4 for a description of 828 

the stochastic dynamic programming model). We used a 500  500 matrix with rows and 829 

columns representing current and future states respectively. The set of possible invasion 830 

sizes contains 500 equally-spaced values in the range (0, ). The stochastic model is solved 831 

by randomly drawing 10,000 points from a normal distribution, to represent random 832 

environmental shocks on the invasion, to estimate transition probabilities. The model is 833 

solved by backward recursion until the value function converges, at this point the optimal 834 

state transition matrix is obtained. 835 

We tested the numerical solution against the analytical solution for the cases shown in Figure 836 

13. The results from this comparison are presented in Figure 14. In all cases the numerical 837 

solution produced results that were consistent with the analytical solution: the switching point 838 
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Figure 14. Comparison of Siam weed results with analytical model (heavy lines) and numerical model 

(light lines) for combinations of low and high values of growth () and damage (βD) parameters. 
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 (xs) decreases at a decreasing rate as control cost increases. However, the numerical 840 

solution tended to overestimate the value of xs at low control costs and underestimate it at 841 

high control costs. This seems to be more severe when the growth rate is high (compare 842 

Figures 14A and 14C against Figures 14B and 14D). Improving the numerical algorithm will 843 

require an understanding of the reasons behind these differences between analytical and 844 

numerical solutions. These are interesting questions left for future work. 845 

In Chapter 4 we showed that introducing stochasticity results in cautious behavior. This was 846 

reflected in higher xs values when future states were uncertain. This cautious behavior is 847 

shown for the Siam weed example in Figure 15. The solutions of the stochastic case are 848 

above those of the deterministic case for all combinations of , βD and βC, indicating that the 849 

level of control should be intensified when random shocks cause future invasion states to be 850 

uncertain.   851 
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Figure 15. Numerical solution of Siam weed model results with deterministic model (heavy line) and 854 
stochastic model with SD=0.01 (light lines) for combinations of low and high values of growth () and 855 
damage (βD) parameters  856 

 857 
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6. Case-study 2: European House Borer in Western 858 

Australia  859 

6.1. Background and history in Australia 860 

European House Borer (EHB) (Hylotrupes bajulus) is a serious insect pest of untreated dry 861 

softwood, including, pine, fir and spruce. EHB is native to Europe, but is now found in South 862 

Africa, Asia, USA and Canada, becoming a serious pest of seasoned softwood timbers in all 863 

countries where it has become established. In Western Australia, the pest has been found in 864 

dead pinewood or the dead parts of live pine trees (dried out branch stubs, damaged 865 

branches and trunks), dead trees and logs, and untreated manufactured articles derived from 866 

pine timber (DAFWA 2010). The adult beetle lays its eggs into cracks and holes in the 867 

deadwood, with larvae subsequently hatching from the eggs and causing damage by feeding 868 

on the timber. When found in timber in buildings, serious structural damage can occur when 869 

2-3 generations have infested the same piece of wood.  870 

Natural spread of EHB is slow – the pest can live in its larval state for 2-12 years before it 871 

matures and emerges from the timber as an adult beetle, to begin the life cycle again 872 

(DAFWA 2008a). An adult EHB beetle usually travels only a minimal distance if its food 873 

source has not yet been exhausted, which can take more than 10 years (DAFWA 2010). 874 

While it is possible for migrating beetles to fly and be dispersed by winds, there is great 875 

potential for EHB to be spread large distances by human assisted transport of infested pine 876 

wood. 877 

Australia’s most recent incursion of EHB was detected in Western Australia in January 2004 878 

in a private residence - it is thought that EHB had been in the infested areas for 15 to 30 879 

years prior to detection (Blanchard et al. 2006). When subsequent surveillance uncovered 880 

EHB at 27 properties in 10 Perth suburbs the State Government began an EHB Emergency 881 

Plant Pest Response Plan (EHB EPPRP) with a view to eradication, approved by the Primary 882 

Industries Ministerial Council in November 2006 (DAFWA 2008b). The Response 883 

Programme involves a mix of surveillance, regulations on the movement of untreated 884 

pinewood, research and education activities. By September 2010, there were 178 EHB 885 

infested sites across 50 suburbs in the greater Perth metropolitan area and one infested site 886 

in Albany (WA Dept of Agriculture and Food 2010). While most infestations have been found 887 

in pine waste material and dead parts of live pine trees, the pest has been found in structural 888 

material in a home which is thought to have become infested after EHB dispersed from 889 

nearby pine trees. Other infestations in structural materials have occurred but timber was 890 

found to be infested prior to installation in homes.  Details of the current infestation of EHB 891 

are shown in Figure 16. 892 
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 893 

Figure 16. EHB Priority Management Zones. Source: EHB Response program (J. van Schagen) 894 

 895 

896 
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Data on detections of EHB throughout the programme shows a rapid growth in the number of 897 

properties detected as invaded between 2004 and 2006, followed by a slower increase. 898 

Given that the latter occurred with no reduction in search effort, it indicates that the 899 

surveillance and control effort was succeeding in delimiting the incursion (Figure 17). 900 
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 901 

Figure 17. EHB-infested properties (A) and number of hectares (B) in forest and non-forest areas. Data 902 
from EHB Response Programme 903 

 904 

The existing EHB Response Programme is in a transition from eradication to a management 905 

programme (ie. containment in WA), and it is likely that other states and territories will 906 

introduce legislation that places restrictions on the movement of pinewood out of Western 907 

Australia (see DAFWA, 2008c for proposed legislation). 908 

6.2. Modelling the spread and management of EHB 909 

The basic optimisation model described earlier (see Appendix A) proved to be of limited 910 

applicability for EHB because this pest not only infests the dead parts of pine trees in pine 911 

plantations, it also infests buildings. Pine forests are the main habitat of EHB but the damage 912 

occurs mostly in residential areas. This means that knowledge of the extent of the invasion 913 

(infested area) does not provide enough information to describe the state of the system for 914 

management purposes.  We need at least two state variables: forest area invaded and 915 

number of susceptible houses in the infested area. Another complication relative to the 916 

original model is that control of the invasion involves “packages” of actions, including building 917 

restrictions, early harvest of infested plantations and enhanced forest ‘hygiene’. These 918 

actions cannot be easily related to reductions in area invaded as continuous variables.  919 

A two-state-variable model was developed and shared with the EHB Control Team (see 920 

Milestone 2 Progress Report for this project). Feedback from the team through a 921 

teleconference led to modification of the model involving the introduction of a third state 922 

variable. This was done to differentiate between susceptible houses and houses at risk, 923 
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whose relative values may change depending on whether the invasion is being contained, 924 

eradicated or allowed to spread. 925 

Susceptible houses are those that contain untreated pine. Houses at risk are susceptible 926 

houses that are also within an infested area.  927 

The European House Borer problem is illustrated in Figure 18.  The state of the infestation at 928 

any time is described by the number of houses infested (yt), the number of houses at risk (ht) 929 

and the area of forest infested (xt). Cross infection may occur from forest to houses (mx) and 930 

from houses to forests (mh). The risk of cross infection will depend on proximity between 931 

forests and houses. The total area of forest (x) changes through time depending of the rates 932 

of forest planting (plant) and harvesting (harvest). The number of susceptible houses changes 933 

through time depending on the rate at which new houses are built using untreated softwood 934 

(new), and the rate at which existing susceptible houses are protected (prot) through timber 935 

replacement.  936 
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 937 

Figure 18. Diagrammatic representation of the European House Borer model 938 

 939 

The final EHB mathematical model is presented in Appendix C. The model accounts for three 940 

state variables and uses discrete control actions. The output of this model is the sum of the 941 

damages caused by the invasion and the costs of managing it, in present-value terms. Note 942 

that, unlike in previous chapters, this is not an optimisation model, as the complexity 943 

introduced by the three state variables precludes its analytical solution. This means that the 944 

conditions for optimization cannot be reduced to the intersection of two lines, as in the base 945 

model. The ultimate objective will still be to minimize the present cost of the invasion, but this 946 

will require additional work once an acceptable set of parameter values is agreed upon.  947 
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For short we will refer to this objective function as the total cost of the invasion (TC). The 948 

value of TC depends on the time trajectory of three state variables and a control variable. 949 

The state variables are the number of houses infested (yt), the number of houses at risk (ht) 950 

and the area of forest infested (xt). The control variable (ut) is a binary string of four digits 951 

representing a given package of control options. The options are:  952 

1. building restrictions within RMZ 953 

2. early harvest of softwood plantations 954 

3. forest hygiene activities 955 

4. fixed-cost activities 956 

An option is turned on or off by setting its value to 1 or 0 in the appropriate position within ut. 957 

For example ut = [0,0,0,0] represents no control and ut = [1,0,0,1] represents a situation with 958 

building restrictions but no early harvest or forest hygiene. In the latter case the final digit is 959 

set to 1 to account for the fixed annual costs of running the programme. 960 

6.2.1. Spread and Control 961 

In the absence of control, forest area invaded (xt) and houses at risk (ht)  are assumed to 962 

grow according to a logistic function (equations 5 and 6 in Appendix C), with an asymptote 963 

representing the maximum forest area at risk (in hectares) in the case of xt and the maximum 964 

number of susceptible houses in the case of ht. It is assumed that the rate of house 965 

infestation is a constant proportion of the houses at risk (equation 7 in Appendix C). These 966 

growth functions also include cross-infection risk, given by the parameters µx, µh and µy 967 

whose values are unknown at present.  968 

A control package may reduce the size of one or more state variables. The control effects 969 

are given by equations11 to 13 in Appendix C. The forest area invaded (xt) decreases as a 970 

result of early harvest (u2) and forest hygiene actions (u3) and the strength of these effects is 971 

given by the rate at which forest is harvested (harv) and the proportion of infested forest that 972 

is cleaned (hyg) annually.  973 

The number of houses at risk (ht) and houses infested (yt) decreases according to the 974 

proportion of houses that are protected per year (prot) and houses that are repaired (repair) 975 

and these actions are activated through control variable u4.  976 

6.2.2. Costs and Damages  977 

Control costs (Ct) are only incurred when ut  [0,0,0,0]. When u1=1, the cost of building 978 

restrictions depends on the fraction of new susceptible houses that would have been built in 979 

the absence of restrictions (new).  When u2=1, the cost of early harvest is given by the loss 980 
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experienced by forest owners and depends on the fraction of forest that is harvested early 981 

each year (harv). When u3=1, the cost of forest hygiene is given by the expense of clearing 982 

deadwood and debris and depends on the fraction of forest that is cleaned each year (hyg). 983 

(For details see equation 14 in Appendix C). Note that u4 should be set = 1 when any of the 984 

other control options in ut is on, to indicate that a control programme exists. 985 

Most damages occur in residential areas and hence depend on the number of houses at risk 986 

and houses infested. These include costs of additional pest inspections required within the 987 

area at risk; the cost of protecting existing houses at risk; possible loss in property values 988 

and costs of repairing infested public buildings. In addition to these property damages, the 989 

transportation industry faces the cost of treating pallets and crates used for interstate trade. 990 

(For details see equation 15 in Appendix C). 991 

6.4  The Numerical EHB Model 992 

Numerical implementation of the EHB model requires estimates of several parameters. 993 

Ideally these estimates should come from actual data. Unfortunately very limited data are 994 

available, this is partly because of the lack of GIS expertise in the EHB team to extract 995 

additional data. An alternative to overcome this limitation within the limited time left in the 996 

project was to let the EHB team come up with parameter values based on their experience, 997 

assisted by a simulation model for scenario analysis. For this purpose a numerical simulation 998 

model was developed in Excel (EHB_model_v2) and distributed to the EHB team. This would 999 

allow the EHB team to come up with parameter estimates that could then form the basis of 1000 

optimisation analysis in the future.  1001 

The EHB Excel model performs the numerical solution of the mathematical model described 1002 

in Appendix C. It simulates the three state variables (xt, ht and yt) forward in time based on 1003 

the control ut applied. The management strategy (the 4 entries contained in ut) is kept fixed 1004 

within a simulation run. This is a deterministic model and does not perform optimization, but 1005 

allows the user to explore alternative control scenarios. The model is designed to allow 1006 

managers to compare the consequences of alternative actions. 1007 

The simulation model is written in Visual Basic within Excel. The user can modify parameter 1008 

values and click the Run button  to solve the model and evaluate the consequences of any 1009 

given parameter combination (Figure 19). The Run button is attached to a macro that 1010 

performs one run of the simulation based on the parameters entered by the user. 1011 
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 1012 

Figure 19. The EHB model for a set of arbitrary parameter values. The total budget and stochastic 1013 
parameters are not used in this version of the model. 1014 

 1015 

6.5 Scenarios and parameter values 1016 

The EHB model can be used to investigate a number of scenarios, including the option of no 1017 

control (ut =[0,0,0,0]) and full control (ut =[1,1,1,1]). 1018 

Under the no control scenario the current EHB control zones are not maintained resulting in 1019 

the pest potentially spreading throughout WA. Affected parties are assumed to be: 1020 

 Householders, who bear the cost of inspections and the cost of replacing roofs or 1021 

affected timber should their homes become infected. Owners of susceptible homes 1022 

are also likely to face a drop in property value because of this susceptibility; 1023 

 Transport companies involved in interstate trade, because all softwood leaving WA 1024 

would need to be treated to allow entry into other Australian states and territories. 1025 

The value of the damage appears largest for softwood pallets that are commonly 1026 

used in transportation of goods.  1027 
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 The taxpayers, who bear the cost of inspections and treatment of public infrastructure 1028 

such as schools, halls, hospitals etc. 1029 

We do not consider the cost of surveillance for EHB in the eastern States that is likely to be 1030 

implemented to confirm EHB freedom under the no-control scenario. It should be noted that 1031 

the stock of EHB-susceptible housing in the eastern states of Australia is of several 1032 

magnitudes higher than that existing in WA (R. Cunningham pers. comm.) 1033 

Under the full control scenario, the current EHB management zones are maintained. Affected 1034 

parties are assumed to be: 1035 

 Those planning to build homes within the management zones, who bear the cost of 1036 

complying with building restrictions mandating the use of materials that are not 1037 

susceptible to EHB; 1038 

 Softwood plantation owners, who bear the cost of early harvest of pine plantations 1039 

and who must increase forest hygiene, and clean-up affected areas after harvest. 1040 

 The WA government, who must bear the cost of maintaining the EHB response 1041 

programme including maintaining high levels of surveillance.  1042 

We do not consider the effect of fumigation and other treatments on homes and softwood on 1043 

the environment, nor the effects on the pest control industry whose members stand to benefit 1044 

from increased inspections for EHB. 1045 

Model parameters and their values are given in Table 7 and are described in more detail 1046 

below. Values come from a range of sources: the cost-benefit analysis of EHB management 1047 

options and detailed bioeconomic model undertaken by Blanchard et al. (2006); the 1048 

Regulatory Impact Statement on Building Regulations for European House Borer (The Allen 1049 

Consulting Group 2006) and personal communication with members of the EHB eradication 1050 

team. Where no information was available on parameter values we use hypothetical but 1051 

plausible values.  1052 

6.5.1 Invasion parameters 1053 

Softwood (pine) plantations and dwellings/buildings built from softwood materials are at risk 1054 

from EHB. While pine trees/plantations are not actually killed or damaged by EHB, the pest 1055 

can infest the dead parts of pine trees and pine waste in the plantation. Many plantations to 1056 

the north and east of Perth are infested with EHB and are contained within the current EHB 1057 

management zones (Figure 16). Importantly, the presence of EHB in plantations becomes a 1058 

source of infestation for nearby susceptible dwellings. As explained above, these features 1059 

are accounted for thorough the three state variables xt (infested forest), ht (houses at risk) 1060 

and yt (houses infested).  1061 
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Table 7. EHB Model Parameter values 1062 

 Parameter Description Value 

Invasion parameters 
 

 θx Maximum amount of forest area at risk (ha) 110,000 

 θh Total number of homes at risk in WA 250,000 

 αx Specific growth rate of EHB in forests 0.017 

 αh Specific growth rate of EHB in houses 0.005 

 µx Parameter for increased risk of house invasion as area 

of forest invaded increases 

0.0002 

 µh Parameter for increased risk of forest invasion as 

number of houses invaded increases 

0.0001 

Management parameters 
 

 γharv Fraction of forest area harvested each year 0.05 

 γhyg Fraction of forest area subject to hygiene activities 0.05 

 γprot Fraction of susceptible houses where timber is 

replaced 

0.025 

 γnew Fraction of new EHB susceptible houses built relative 

to the total housing stock. 

0.005 

Control Costs parameters 
 

 Cfix Costs of eradication programme ($/yr) 4,800,000 

 Crestrict Cost of building restrictions on new houses built in 

EHB zones ($/hh) 

1000 

 Charv Early harvest and clean-up of pine plantations in EHB 

zones ($/ha) 

6000 

 Chyg Increased forest hygiene ($/ha) 75 

Damage Parameters  

 Cinspect Cost of pest inspections ($/hh) 300 

 Cprot Cost of replacing affected timber ($/hh) 8,000 

 Cvloss Reduction in property values ($/hh) 5000 

 Cpublic Damages to public property ($/ha) na 

 Cpallet Replacement of pallets ($/yr) 45,000,000 

Infested houses parameters  

 αy Fraction of houses at risk that become infested 0.01 

 µy Cross infection parameter 0.05 

 γy Fraction of infested houses repaired annually 0.02 

Economic parameters 
 

 δ Discount rate (%) 7 

 1063 

Total area of forest at risk 1064 

If the EHB management programme ends as planned, all softwood plantations would need to 1065 

be considered as susceptible to infestation by the pest, and building restrictions would be 1066 
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extended to apply across WA as much of the inhabited areas of the state are thought to 1067 

match the suitable habitat for the pest. As part of the EHB EPPRP, Climex was used to find 1068 

areas in Australia that have the same characteristics as areas in South Africa that have been 1069 

infested by EHB, and for WA this is thought to be the bottom half of the state where most 1070 

people live (unpublished Figure). In 2010, WA had 110,000 hectares of softwood plantation 1071 

(DAFF 2008), and this is used as the value of θx, the maximum amount of forest at risk from 1072 

EHB. The amount of forest currently within the management zones is approximately 21,000 1073 

hectares (Blanchard et al. 2006) and this was used as the initial value of infested forest in the 1074 

model. 1075 

Total houses at risk 1076 

Between 2000 and the present, new homes in WA were allowed to be constructed from 1077 

untreated softwood materials. Approximately 250,000 new homes were built in WA during 1078 

this time period from untreated pinewood, so this is assumed to be the value of θh, the total 1079 

number of houses at risk in WA. Since the discovery of EHB in pine plantations and in 1080 

several suburbs in Perth, all new homes in EHB RMZ need to be constructed from steel 1081 

and/or hardwood (Building Commission WA 2009). The number of susceptible houses in the 1082 

current management zones is assumed to be 12,000 (Blanchard et al. 2006) and this was 1083 

used as the initial value of affected houses in the model. 1084 

Specific growth rate of EHB 1085 

There is still much uncertainty about the natural spread rate of EHB, although it is known to 1086 

be slow – the pest can live in its larval state for 2-12 years before it matures and emerges 1087 

from the timber as an adult beetle, to begin the life cycle again (DAFWA 2008a). An adult 1088 

EHB beetle will travel only a minimal distance if its food source has not yet been exhausted, 1089 

which can take more than 10 years (WA Agricultural Authority 2010). Blanchard et al. (2006) 1090 

assume two distinct growth rates for EHB in forests and houses and we also adopt this 1091 

approach and use their values. The specific growth rate of EHB in forests, αx, is assumed to 1092 

be 0.017 and in houses, αh, is assumed to be 0.005.  1093 

6.5.2 Management parameters 1094 

EHB managers can influence the ‘strength’ of the effects of early harvest and forest hygiene 1095 

through the variables harv and hyg which represent the fraction of forest harvested each year 1096 

and the fraction of forest area subject to forest hygiene activities, respectively. 1097 

In a sense, EHB managers can also influence the stock of susceptible houses through the 1098 

variables prot and new  which represent the proportion of houses that are protected each year 1099 

and the fraction of new susceptible houses that would have been built in the absence of 1100 

restrictions, respectively. 1101 
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6.5.3 Control costs parameters 1102 

When control measures are implemented, there will be additional costs of building new 1103 

homes in EHB infested zones, of improved forest hygiene, of early harvest and clean up of 1104 

plantations, and of maintaining the eradication programme.  1105 

Annual costs of eradication programme 1106 

The current cost of the EHB eradication programme is $4.8m per year and includes the cost 1107 

of administration, research and development, communication, surveillance and control. While 1108 

we assume that this fixed cost, Cfix, applies each year until EHB is eradicated, it is likely that 1109 

this fixed cost will be reduced in line with the severity of the infestation.  1110 

Restrictions on building materials 1111 

Cost of using treated timber, Crestrict  is mandatory in EHB management zones and is 1112 

estimated to be at least $1000 per new home (Blanchard et al 2006, John van Schagen pers. 1113 

comm).  1114 

Accelerated harvest costs 1115 

The harvesting of infested pine plantations will be brought forward for some plantations in 1116 

order to assist with eradication of the pest, resulting in the harvest of a small percentage of 1117 

trees before their optimal harvesting age, thus reducing the value of the timber. Once trees 1118 

are harvested, pine tree waste would need to be cleaned up. Using information on plantation 1119 

age, early harvest plans at various plantation and clean-up costs from Blanchard et al. (2006) 1120 

we assume the cost of early harvest, Charv, is $6000/ha.  1121 

Increased hygiene practices 1122 

Since EHB are found in the dead pine trees and pine material within the plantation, this 1123 

material needs to be regularly removed from plantations. Using information provided in the 1124 

bioeconomic model of Blanchard et al. (2006) we assume the cost of increased hygiene, 1125 

Chyg, is $75/ha. 1126 

6.5.4 Invasion Damages 1127 

This set of parameters describes the damages caused by the spread of the invasion as the 1128 

areas infested by EHB grow over time, potentially spreading throughout WA, and affecting 1129 

owners of EHB susceptible homes, and transport companies involved in interstate trade.  1130 

Household damages and cost of private control 1131 

Owners of EHB-susceptible homes will bear the cost of annual pest inspections, Cinspect, and 1132 

we assume each inspection costs $300 per house. If a home is found to be infested with 1133 

EHB, there are three options available to owners of infested homes: fumigation; reroofing, or 1134 
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replacement of the affected timber with non-susceptible materials. Fumigation is an 1135 

expensive option, and does not remove the risk of future infection by EHB while complete 1136 

roof replacement would only be necessary in a small number of heavily infested properties. 1137 

Replacement of affected timber is thought to be the most likely way that homeowners would 1138 

protect their homes from the pest (John van Schagen pers. comm.). The cost of undertaking 1139 

timber replacement, Cprot, was assumed to be $8,000 in the model. 1140 

Currently there is no public disclosure of which houses have been infested by EHB (and 1141 

subsequently treated). If the EHB eradication programme ends and the pests spreads more 1142 

widely it could be reasonably assumed that all houses built with untreated pine would 1143 

experience a loss in value. We assume that the loss in value for EHB susceptible homes is 1144 

$5,000. 1145 

Damages to public property 1146 

Public property such as schools, halls and offices made from EHB-susceptible materials face 1147 

the same treatment costs as private dwellings in residential areas infested. The state 1148 

government would bear the costs of inspections of this property and the costs of protecting it 1149 

should it become infested. In the initial model simulations, however, we do not consider the 1150 

damages to public property from EHB. 1151 

Lost trade opportunities 1152 

Under the no-control scenario, WA companies wishing to trade interstate would need to use 1153 

non-EHB susceptible pallets, or to treat all softwood products that leave the state, including 1154 

pallets, timber and furniture with insecticide to ensure no EHB are carried interstate. The 1155 

legislation on interstate movement on timber has recently been circulated for comment 1156 

(http://www.ehb.wa.gov.au/html/newregs.htm). It appears that the largest costs will accrue 1157 

from treatment or replacement of pallets. For existing softwood pallets, transport companies 1158 

can use a preservative insecticide, where pine material is impregnated, dipped or sprayed, 1159 

with long-lasting effects. The cost of permanently treating each pallet with insecticide is 1160 

around $3 and there are 12 million pine pallets that would potentially need treating. The 1161 

lifespan of each pallet is around 8 years, and replacement of each pallet with hardwood or 1162 

plastic is assumed to be $30. For the purposes of the model we assume that an eighth of the 1163 

12 million pallets are replaced each year, so the cost of pallet replacement, Cpallet, is $45 1164 

million each year. 1165 

6.5.5 Infested houses 1166 

The parameters for infested houses were given arbitrary values as no information is available 1167 

to calculate them. These are important parameters to be explored by the EHB team with the 1168 

simulation model and to be considered for statistical analysis if suitable data can be 1169 

http://www.ehb.wa.gov.au/html/newregs.htm
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obtained. We used conservative numbers by assuming that that the fraction of houses at risk 1170 

that become infested each year (y) is 0.01, and the rate of repair of infested houses (y) is 1171 

0.02 per year. The cross-infection risk parameter (y) was set at 0.05. 1172 

6.6 Results 1173 

The model was run for a planning horizon of 100 years using the parameter values 1174 

presented in Table 7. A factorial design was used to test the effects of all possible 1175 

combinations of control options. The first three elements of u (building restrictions, early 1176 

harvest and forest hygiene) can take values of 0 or 1, the fourth element of u (enable 1177 

program) is not part of the experimental design because its value must be 1 when any other 1178 

element in u is 1 (to account for the fixed costs of the program) and 0 if there is no program. 1179 

Therefore this design resulted in 23=8 experiments with values of u ranging from [0,0,0,0] to 1180 

[1,1,1,1]. State variable trajectories are presented in Figure 19. The full list of control 1181 

packages is presented in Table 8. 1182 

Table 8. Control packages tested with the EHB model. 1183 

 Control actions 

Treatment 
package 

1. Building 
restrictions 

2. Early 
harvest 

3. Forest 
hygiene 

4. Fixed 
programme 

costs 

A 0 0 0 0 

B 1 0 0 1 

C 0 1 0 1 

D 1 1 0 1 

E 0 0 1 1 

F 1 0 1 1 

G 0 1 1 1 

H 1 1 1 1 

 1184 

Under the no-control scenario (Figure 20A) the forest area infested continues to grow 1185 

throughout the 100 years simulated. The stock of houses at risk stabilises and then 1186 

decreases slightly as susceptible houses are protected at private expense. The number of 1187 

infested houses continues to increase throughout the 100 years but at a decreasing rate as 1188 

number of houses at risk stabilises. Under the full control scenario (Figure 20H) forest area 1189 

infested and houses at risk decrease rapidly as control actions and building restrictions are 1190 

implemented. The number of houses infested increases for about 40 years before starting to 1191 

decrease in response to the control actions. Other control packages result in intermediate 1192 

results, but all the control packages result in a gradual reduction of the infestation (Figure 1193 

20).  1194 
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1195 
Under the base assumptions any form of control is preferred to no control (Figure 21). The 1196 

present value of total cost (damages plus control costs over 100 years) is around $7 billion 1197 

under no control and $800 million under full control. These results are roughly consistent with 1198 

the benefit cost analysis of Blanchard et al. (2006). 1199 
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Figure 20. Simulated trajectory of the two state variables: forest area (dotted line) and susceptible 

houses (solid line) using the base parameter values. Figure headings indicate the control package 

used. Note differences in vertical axis ranges to enhance readability.     
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 1200 

None of the control actions simulated resulted in eradication within 100 years. This is 1201 

because the rates of house protection and forest cleaning where not high enough to 1202 

accomplish earlier eradication. This raises the question of which combinations and 1203 

magnitudes of control actions would achieve a high likelihood of eradication within an 1204 

acceptable time period. To address this question we doubled prot and hyg from their base 1205 

values and repeated the experiment. The higher rates of house protection and forest hygiene 1206 

resulted in lower total cost because they caused all state variables to decrease more rapidly.  1207 

The total costs of the no control action and the full control package are $1.2 billion and $663 1208 

million respectively, compared to $1.4 billion and $800 million with the (lower control) values 1209 

in the base case.  1210 

Doubling the values of prot and hyg again results in further savings (Table 9) and allows 1211 

eradication to be achieved within the period simulated (Figure 22). 1212 

Table 9. Total cost ($ million present value over 100 years) of two control packages under three different 1213 
scenarios based on the rate of house protection (prot ) and forest hygiene (hyg). Other parameters were 1214 
kept at their base values as in Table 2 1215 

 Scenario 

(prothyg) 

Control package 

[0,0,0,0] [1,1,1,1] 

Base 
(0.025, 0.05) 7,238 711 

Base2 
(0.05, 0.1) 7,238 574 

Base4 
(0.1 0.2 7,238 423 
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Figure 21. Cumulative total cost of control plus damage over 100 years in present value terms for two 

control packages 
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 1216 

Figure 22. Simulated trajectory of the three state variables: forest area (A) houses at risk (B) and infested 1217 
houses (C) with different control intensities in terms of house protection rate (prot) and forest hygiene 1218 
(hyg), other parameters were kept at their base values. 1219 

 1220 

The higher rates of house protection and forest hygiene illustrated in Figure 22 may be 1221 

unrealistic when there are limits on the biosecurity budget, the number of builders available 1222 

to change timber in susceptible houses, and non-susceptible building materials available. 1223 

Further work should focus on refining parameter values and finding realistic rates of control 1224 

based on skills and budgets available.  1225 

6.7 Spatial analysis with limited data 1226 

Point coordinates of the EHB data presented in Figure 17 were available. Each point in the 1227 

dataset represents the location of an infested site. Properties differ in size and shape and 1228 

point data provide limited information when vector data of the sites are not available. Spatial 1229 

data on susceptible forest and susceptible houses were also unavailable. Given these 1230 

limitations, we only undertook exploratory spatial analysis. This is work in progress which will 1231 

be submitted as a journal article  1232 
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7. Conclusions and recommendations 1233 

The original switching point model was built as the simplest possible representation of a 1234 

managed invasion (see Appendix A) and was tested with two case-studies of relevance to 1235 

biosecurity agencies in Australia – Siam weed in Queensland and EHB in Western Australia. 1236 

While the generic model was successfully applied to Siam weed with little modification, the 1237 

EHB application required a different model to be designed to account for important features 1238 

in this type of invasion, where the main habitat of the pest is pine forest but the damage 1239 

occurs to households. 1240 

Results of the Siam weed application indicated that, given our best estimates of costs and 1241 

damages and without a budget constraint, it would be optimal to eradicate the invasion even 1242 

when it covers several million hectares. The model prescribes that the current extent of the 1243 

invasion (about 15,000 hectares) should be the target of eradication and the estimated cost 1244 

is $18 million in present-value terms. However this is a deterministic estimate and does not 1245 

account for the probability of failure.  1246 

Our findings from the EHB application indicate that any form of control of the current 1247 

outbreak is preferable to no control at all, based on the damages to Western Australia 1248 

relative to the cost of control. This result is based on a combination of best estimates 1249 

available and plausible values for unknown parameters due to the difficulty in deriving some 1250 

values. It should be noted that results are compatible with an existing benefit-cost analysis of 1251 

the EHB EPPRP. 1252 

An issue for discussion with the EHB team is the treatment of fixed annual costs and the 1253 

prospect for them to decrease based on the extent of the invasion. For all control packages 1254 

we assumed a constant expenditure of $4.8 million per year throughout the 100-year 1255 

simulations. This is based on current programme costs but it could decrease as eradication 1256 

is approached.  1257 

The reduction over time in infested forest and susceptible houses exhibits an exponential 1258 

decay pattern (i.e. Figure 20H). This is because the parameters that drive these changes 1259 

(prot, harv and hyg) are expressed as proportions of the state variables. An alternative would 1260 

be to express them as absolute quantities, this would allow them to be related more directly 1261 

to the budget available.  1262 

In this report we have presented simulation results for EHB with no optimisation. Analytical 1263 

solution of the EHB model in not possible and numerical solution is not trivial because of the 1264 

presence of three state variables. But this should be pursued when the EHB team agrees on 1265 

parameter sets to be used.   1266 
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The EHB mathematical model (Appendix C) contains stochastic-shock parameters (x , h 1267 

and x) that affect the magnitude of state transitions. In our deterministic simulations we kept 1268 

those parameters constant at a value of 1. Future work should involve stochastic simulations 1269 

to derive the transition probability matrices required to solve the stochastic dynamic 1270 

programming model. This will require us to understand the types of stochastic shocks that 1271 

need to be considered and possible correlations between them. 1272 

Recommendations: 1273 

1. We recommend that the decision tool developed here be used by managers before 1274 

considering a full benefit-cost analysis of an invasion to identify the kinds of costs and 1275 

damages involved and the sorts of budgets that may be required for eradication.  1276 

2. The basic decision model has solid scientific foundations, but it prescribes eradication 1277 

even for very large infested areas, as it is based on minimising damages + costs with 1278 

no budget constraint. The constrained version of the optimisation model needs to be 1279 

developed to make the model more applicable to the real world where biosecurity 1280 

resources can be severely limited. 1281 

3. Once the constrained model is derived it should be applied to Siam Weed in close 1282 

collaboration with the programme team to help develop a tactical management 1283 

approach. This would benefit the Siam Weed programme but is also likely to have 1284 

spinoffs that improve the management of invasions in general. 1285 

4. Regarding European House Borer (EHB), we recommend that the EHB team, with 1286 

the assistance of the simulation model developed in this project, agree on sets of 1287 

parameter values to be used in further analysis. This should be followed by scenario 1288 

analysis of alternative policies in stochastic mode, so that realistic expectations are 1289 

derived that account for the probability of failure. 1290 

5. Following up from 4 but requiring additional effort is the recommendation that the 1291 

state-based optimization model for EHB be developed. This will provide the EHB 1292 

team with a tactical management tool that is robust to random shocks in the state of 1293 

the invasion. 1294 

6. At a more general level, the difficulty of extracting data, even when they exist in 1295 

internal databases, needs to be addressed. This is a common problem in State and 1296 

Commonwealth agencies, which is caused by the limited availability of staff with the 1297 

required skills to manage and extract spatio-temporal data. This can be addressed by 1298 

developing protocols for data sharing that account for security concerns while at the 1299 
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same time allowing data access to teams with the specialised skills needed to make 1300 

the best out of the information available. 1301 

7. Finally, the information required for decision models is often unavailable and the 1302 

reason is that it was not recorded at the time, even when this would have been easy. 1303 

It would be worth holding a series of workshops to come up with lists of data that 1304 

should be recorded and protocols for storing and sharing them. 1305 
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 1306 
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9. Appendix A: The Switching Point Model 1391 

Consider the case of a managed invasion of size xt at time t and a control that can reduce the 1392 

invasion by an amount ut per unit applied. The total invasion cost at any time (Rt) is the sum 1393 

of damages (Dt) plus control costs (Ct): 1394 

),( ttttt uxRDCR   (1) 1395 

This indicates the assumption that the total invasion cost at any time can be fully described by 1396 

the values of the state (xt) and control (ut) variables during that time period.   1397 

The objective is to minimize the present value of an infinite stream of future total costs  1398 
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is the discount factor for the given discount rate .   1405 

The growth function f(xt) and the total cost function R() are later given explicit functional 1406 

forms, but first we will derive the first order conditions for optimisation for the general case. 1407 

The Lagrangean for this problem is: 1408 
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The term tt in (7) comes from backing up one time period, when all terms have t-1 1414 

subscripts except for the last term in (5). 1415 
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Rearranging we obtain: 1416 
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  tttt uxfxx 1  (8a) 1419 

The left-hand side of (6a) is the marginal invasion cost of an additional unit of control and 1420 

under optimal management this must equal the marginal invasion cost of an additional unit of 1421 

invasion in the following time period (discounted to the present). (See below for the 1422 

interpretation of ) 1423 

Setting (6a) = (7a) and rearranging we obtain: 1424 
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The first term on the RHS of this equation is the marginal cost of an increment in the invasion 1426 

size at time t, the second term on the RHS captures the future costs by considering the effect 1427 

of control on future population size. The lagrangean multiplier t represents the cost of a unit 1428 

of invasion (measured in area, biomass or whatever) when the invasion is optimally managed.   1429 

In the economics literature  is interpreted as a “shadow price”, representing the ‘true’ price 1430 

of a unit of a resource that considers future consequences of present actions. In our case  is a 1431 

“shadow cost” that represents the marginal cost of the invasion now plus the future marginal 1432 

cost of allowing the invasion to grow.  1433 

The left-hand side of (7a) is the total invasion cost cost of  an additional unit area invaded, the 1434 

first term on the right-hand side is the marginal net cost of an additional are invaded and the 1435 

second term is the (discounted) future net cost of an additional area invaded. 1436 

In steady state t = t+1 =  and the first order conditions (6a) to (8a) simplify to: 1437 
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  0,max xfut   (8b) 1440 

Equation (7b) was obtained by substituting (4) into (7a) and rearranging. Equation (8b) states 1441 

that in order to maintain a steady state the control must exactly equal the growth rate (for the 1442 

case f(x) ≥ 0), if f(x) < 0 the population is on its way to natural extinction and no control is 1443 

required (ut=0). 1444 
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Substituting (6b) into (7b) and rearranging we obtain: 1445 
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 (10) 1446 

This is the equivalent to the fundamental relation of natural resources (Conrad 1999, p14) and 1447 

along with equation (8b) it defines the optimal steady state values of x and u. 1448 

Now consider the following simple but plausible functional forms for the growth, damage and 1449 

control cost functions: 1450 
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tctDt uxR    (14) 1454 

The spread function is given by (11) as a logistic equation with specific growth rate  and 1455 

carrying capacity . The cost and damage functions are linear in (12) and (13), the simplest 1456 

possible form.  If we measure the state of the invasion (xt) in hectares, then cost and damage 1457 

coefficients (C and D) are expressed as $/ha and are independent of the size of the invasion. 1458 

Substituting (14) into the fundamental equation (10) yields: 1459 
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Rearranging:  1461 
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The LHS of (15) is the marginal benefit of removing one extra unit of pest. It consists of the 1463 

avoided damage (D) and the avoided cost of removing the pest in the future. The RHS of 1464 

(15) is the marginal cost of removing one extra unit of pest; it is also the opportunity cost 1465 

(forgone interest) of the removal expense. 1466 

The switching point (also known as a Skiba point in the literature), is given by the intersection 1467 

of the marginal benefit (MB) and the marginal cost (MC) curves as represented in Figure A1. 1468 

That intersection corresponds to the equality in (15). 1469 

The switching point is derived from equation (15) as: 1470 
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Under the linear cost and damage assumptions, the objective function is not convex so the 1472 

FOC do not result in an interior minimum. The solution results in bang-bang control, where 1473 

control switches between corner solutions.  1474 

At any given time, if the infestation is at xt < xS, then MB > MC and the pest should be 1475 

removed, leading to eradication. 1476 

At any given time, if the infestation is at xt > xS, then MB < MC and the pest should be 1477 

allowed to spread. 1478 
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Figure A 1. Graphical representation of equation (12) and the location of the switching point 1480 

 1481 
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10. Appendix B: Derivation of the present value of 1482 

eradication cost   1483 

Because control costs and damages caused by invasive species occur in the future, their 1484 

values must be discounted into present values to accurately assess the opportunity cost 1485 

connected with future spread and control of the pest. The present value is the equivalent value 1486 

today of a future payment, FV. The standard formula for calculating the present value, PV, of 1487 

a series of constant future payments is: 1488 
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where δ is the discount rate (%) and t is time, generally measured in years. In our model t 1490 

represents the number of years that a site needs to be re-visited after the initial treatment.  1491 
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Expand standard formula to show the terms as a finite geometric series, note that FV is 1494 
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Multiply both sides of the above by α (this is the geometric series trick): 1499 
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Substitute for η: 1506 
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Equation (4) can be simplified as follows: 1508 
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11. Appendix C: The European House Borer Model 

The present value of the total cost of the infestation for a planning period of T years is: 
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Where Annual costs (C) and damages (D) are functions of the three state variables (xt, ht and 

yt) and a control vector ut; and δ is the discount rate.  The control variables contained in vector 

ut are: 

u1 = building restrictions within area at risk 

u2 = early harvest of softwood plantations 

u3 = forest hygiene activities 

u4 = house protection (timber replacement) 

The changes of xt, ht and yt through time are described by state transition equations, one 

equation per variable: 
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Where i and i are growth rates and random disturbances, respectively, for i=x, h, or y; x is 

the total area of softwood forests; h is the total number of susceptible houses; and mx, mh and 

my are multipliers that account for risk of cross infestation between forests and houses. 

Equations (5) and (6) are standard logistic growth functions that are subject to random 

variation and scaled based on cross-infestation risk. Equation (7) differs from others, as the 

growth parameter (y) represents the fraction of houses at risk that will become infested at 

saturation (when ht = h). 

We have no information on the shape of the cross-infection risk multiplier functions. We 

assume plausible monotonically increasing nonlinear functions to make the model 

operational:   

hhmh
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with x, x, x > 0.  

The functional forms of (8) and (9) imply that the multiplier mi = 1 when its corresponding 

state variable i = 1. This is not correct for the case when i = 0 because equations (5) and (6) 

would result in zero growth, but this problem does not arise in the simulations presented here. 

A better understanding of the risk of cross-infection is required to refine this relationship. 

Equation (10) implies that the probability of a house within the area at risk becoming infested 

(my) increases as the proportion of susceptible houses that are at risk increases. This is also an 

arbitrary but plausible function. 

 

The control functions from (5), (6) and (7) are: 

thygtharvx xuxug  32   (11) 

  trepairtproth y-uhug  44 1    (12) 

  tprottrepairy yuyug  441   (13) 

Where harv is the fraction of forest area that is harvested per year,  hyg is the fraction of forest 

that is subject to hygiene activities (clearing of dead wood) and prot is the fraction of houses 

at risk that becomes protected from infestation because of roof/timber replacement each year.  

The cost function applies when a control program exists and is defined as: 

fixthyghygtharvharvtrestrictnewt CuxCuxCuhCuC 4321    (14) 

The components of this equation in order of appearance are: 

 the cost of building restrictions in the area at risk;  

 the cost of early forest harvest;  

 the cost of forest hygiene; and  

 fixed program costs. 

The damage function is: 
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 (15) 

The components of this equation in order of appearance are: 

 the cost of building restrictions throughout WA that would apply if a control program 

does not exist, which means the stock of susceptible houses will not be allowed to 

grow;  

 the cost of house inspections in the area at risk;  

 the cost of house protection by replacing softwood in the area at risk; 
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 the loss of land value within the area at risk; 

 the cost of damage to public property within the area at risk; 

 the cost of repairing infested houses when a control program does not exist; 

 the cost of replacing pallets for interstate trade when a control program does not exist.  

The cost and damage parameters are: 

Crestrict: the cost of building restrictions ($/house) measured as the additional of building a 

non-susceptible house.  

Charv: the cost of early harvest of pine plantations ($/ha infested) 

Chyg: the cost of increased forest hygiene and clean-up of affected areas  

Cfix: fixed annual costs (admin etc) ($/yr) 

Cinspect: cost of annual house inspections ($/hh) 

Cprot: cost of protecting houses through timber replacement ($/hh) 

Cvloss: loss in property value for houses located within are at risk ($/hh)  

Cpub: cost of fixing and protecting public infrastructure, such as hospitals, school and 

halls, in area at risk ($/hh)  

Cpallet: cost of treating pallets ($/pallet)  

One of the largest damages comes from the implications of an EHB incursion on interstate 

trade – all softwood leaving WA would need to be treated to allow entry into other Australian 

states and territories. The value of the damage appears largest for softwood pallets that are 

commonly used in transportation of goods. A number of these pallets would need to be 

permanently treated at a cost of Cpallet ($/yr) for use in interstate trade.  

Finally, actions by the public and government will affect the maximum areas at risk i. The 

amount of forest will change depending on the rate of harvest relative to the rate of replanting: 

 
xharvplantx u   1 2  (16) 

The maximum number of susceptible houses will change depending on the number of new 

houses built with untreated pine, the number of existing houses that become protected, and the 

number of infested houses that are repaired.   

    trepairtprotthnewhh yuhuhu  441 1  (17) 


